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Abstract. Technological advancements in the information technology domain such as cloud computing,
industrial internet of things (IIoT), machine to machine (M2M) communication, artiﬁcial intelligence (AI), etc.
have started to profoundly impact and challenge not only the ISA95 compliant traditional (ISA95-CTS) but also
the smart manufacturing systems (SMMS). Our literature survey pinpoints that systems scalability,
interoperability, information security, and data quality domains are among those where many challenges occur.
Blockchain technology (BCT) is a new breed of technology characterized by decentralized veriﬁability,
transparency, data privacy, integrity, high availability, and data protection properties. Although many
researchers leveraged BCT to empower various aspects of industrial manufacturing systems, there is no study
dedicated to addressing the challenges impacting the manufacturing systems compliant with the ISA95
standard. Thereby, our study aims to ﬁll the identiﬁed research gap systematically. This paper thoroughly
analyzes the challenges hampering the ISA95-CTS and SMMS and methodically addresses them with
corresponding BCT capabilities. Furthermore, this paper also discusses various aspects, including the
weaknesses, of BCT convergence to ISA95-CTS and SMMS.
Keywords: Blockchain / smart manufacturing / ISA95 / manufacturing industry / cybersecurity

1 Introduction
Traditional manufacturing systems built upon the ISA95
standard have recently evolved into more data-centric
smart manufacturing systems. These next-generation
solutions are attributed to machine-to-machine (M2M)
communication, automation, industrial internet of things
(IIoT), and artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) capabilities. Technological improvements infer new challenges to the existing
and future manufacturing systems. Barenji et al. [1] studied
contemporary challenges affecting the manufacturing
industry and identiﬁed systems scalability, interoperability, information security, and data quality domains as the
main pain points.
Smart manufacturing systems (SMMS) have become
vastly dependent on cloud-based and geographically
distributed manufacturing practices with international
supply chain mechanisms. A high focus on distributed
manufacturing promotes small but specialized micro
manufacturing units that can be geographically dispersed
and connected through the internet and cloud. However,
* e-mail: erkany@kth.se

the evolution from monolith to micro manufacturing units
comes with extensive system integration and interoperability challenges. Zeid et al. [2] studied smart manufacturing, industry 4.0, and cloud manufacturing concepts. They
concluded that modern manufacturing systems embody
various communication protocols causing signiﬁcant
interoperability and integration challenges.
The cybersecurity incidents in the manufacturing
industry have been steadily growing in recent years. The
interconnected data-driven smart factory concept certainly
increases the risk of cyber-attacks. Besides, maintaining a
high level of trust among distributed facilities and ensuring
data conﬁdentiality, integrity, availability, and traceability have become utterly vital. Tuptuk and Hailes [3] focused
on the cybersecurity aspects of SMMS. Their research
demonstrated the rising trend in the number of identiﬁed
security vulnerabilities and reported security incidents
impacting the cyber-physical systems and SMMS.
Quality and operational efﬁciency are two important
key performance indicators that are measured continuously in the manufacturing industry. When all production
lines are located inside the same facility, controlling and
monitoring a vast number of parameters to ensure
demanded quality levels and operational efﬁciency occurs
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Fig. 1. Mind map illustrating the formulation of this research
paper.

to be substantially more straightforward than for highly
distributed systems functioning beyond the enterprise
boundaries. Gifford and Daff [4] researched quality and
operational efﬁciency related to the ISA95 standard and
identiﬁed signiﬁcant challenges in these domains.
Blockchain is an emerging technology with distinct
characteristics opening new horizons to various business
areas, including the manufacturing industry. Blockchain
technology (BCT) characteristics are decentralized veriﬁability, transparency, data privacy, integrity, high availability, and data protection. When individually assessed,
none except for decentralized veriﬁability is exclusive to
BCT. In fact, several applications already support some of
these characteristics. However, combining all in one
platform and providing them as a built-in service for
consumption is a capability that makes BCT unique
[5,6].
Given the above short introduction, which is illustrated
in mind map structure by Figure 1, the purpose of this
research paper is to address the following research
questions:
– RQ1: What are the signiﬁcant challenges impacting the
ISA95 compliant traditional manufacturing systems
(ISA95-CTS) and smart manufacturing systems (SMMS)?
– RQ2: How can BCT’s unique characteristics empower
the ISA95-CTS and SMMS to overcome the challenges
identiﬁed by RQ1?
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
summarizes the related work and highlights the research
gap. Section 3 clariﬁes our contribution to the literature,
and Section 4 speciﬁes the characteristics of BCT. Section 5
deﬁnes the challenges hampering the ISA95-CTS and

SMMS and then converges BCT to address them. Section 6
discusses various aspects of BCT convergence to ISA95CTS and SMMS. Section 7 concludes the research article.
This research article aims to contribute to the scientiﬁc
literature in different contexts. Firstly, our systematic
literature review under Section 5.1 indicates that ISA95CTS and SMMS suffer difﬁculties in various ﬁelds. We
have categorized these areas in systems scalability,
interoperability, information security, and data quality
domains under the respective subsections. The classiﬁcation content is enriched with references to relevant research
papers and reports available in the literature. Secondly,
Section 5.2 converges the BCT to address the categorized
challenges. In this context, the BCT’s characteristic
properties, strengths, and weaknesses are meticulously
assessed to address the ISA95-CTS and SMMS challenges.
The research content and theoretical discussions are
enhanced with several practical examples and their
applications as commercial products under the respective
subsections. Thirdly, Section 6.1 compares our research
with the existing studies conducted to converge BCT with
the internet of things (IoT), smart factories, and industry
4.0 applications. Furthermore, in order to maintain the
scientiﬁc foundation, Section 6.2 discusses the proposed
model’s weaknesses. Besides, Section 6.3 envisions other
research areas that can expand this research with new
horizons.Finally, Section 7 summarizes the ISA95-CTS
SMMS challenges, corresponding BCT capabilities for
remediation, and examples from the literature.

2 Related work and research gap
Several researchers have studied BCT and converged
blockchain to smart manufacturing, IoT, IIoT, smart
factories,and industry 4.0 to address common challenges in
respective domains. The following highlights sample
research articles selected from the literature as relevant
background information related to this research.
Wang et al. [7] compiled a comprehensive review about
blockchain for IoT and IIoT. The researchers reported
signiﬁcant challenges with systems interoperability and
information security areas profoundly affecting the
adoption of IoT and IIoT on a large scale. Moreover,
Wang et al. listed BCT’s unique properties to overcome the
challenges and exempliﬁed several blockchain applications
for IoT and IIoT.
Müller and Voigt [8] designed and executed a case study
in order to identify the challenges impacting the supply
chains in the industry 4.0 context. The case study revealed
that insufﬁcient data quality, security, and inconsistent
standards are signiﬁcant challenges against the successful
implementation of industry 4.0 capabilities for the supply
chain use cases.
Panarello et al. [9] systematically surveyed BCT and
IoT integration for seven major application categories,
including smart manufacturing. Their research primarily
focused on the privacy and security aspects of IoT.
Moreover, Panarello et al. [9] justiﬁed BCT’s convergence
to IoT from the conﬁdentiality, authentication, integrity,
availability, and non-repudiation standpoints.
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Mohamed and Al-Jaroodi [10] analyzed the industry 4.0
applications and challenges impairing the integration of
new technologies to the manufacturing value chain. Lack of
contract automation, inadequate agreement traceability,
and insufﬁcient data security were identiﬁed as the major
obstacles hampering innovation and agility in the
manufacturing industry. Moreover, the researchers speciﬁed the design principles (in interoperability, service
orientation, decentralization, modularity, real-time capability, and virtualization categories) for the industry 4.0
applications. Furthermore, they elaborated on how BCT
can support addressing the reported challenges and
fulﬁlling speciﬁed requirements for the manufacturing
industry.
Al-Jaroodi and Mohamed [11] executed an extensive
survey regarding BCT utilization in various application
domains, including but not limited to the manufacturing
industry. The researchers highlighted cost reduction,
better visibility on value chains, higher energy efﬁciency,
and better machine utilization as the most featured
beneﬁts of BCT convergence to the manufacturing
industry.
Dai et al. [12] analyzed IoT challenges and identiﬁed
heterogeneity, complexity, interoperability, resource constraints, privacy, and security as the forefront issues
impacting IoT applicability on a large scale. Their research
proposition complements IoT with BCT to enhance
interoperability, security, autonomy, traceability, and
reliability in a broad range of business areas, including
smart manufacturing, supply chain management, food
industry, smart grid, and healthcare. The research also
highlights the beneﬁts of adopting BCT on interoperability
when geographical dispersion is the case for intelligent
manufacturing. Moreover, Dai et al. [12] stress that BCT
explicitly improves system security and addresses privacy
challenges in the IoT domain.
Fernandez-Carames and Fraga-Lamas [13] focused on
reviewing BCT’s application to smart factories deﬁned by
industry 4.0. They identiﬁed four main beneﬁts of using the
BCT, particularly in interoperability and scalability
domains. Firstly, multiple systems deployed in a smart
factory can vertically integrate through automated M2M
communication channels over a ledger. Secondly, BCT can
boost the horizontal integration and cooperation of
suppliers, manufacturers, and clients through a blockchain-based low latency and extensible communication
platform. Thirdly, smart contracts can signiﬁcantly
decrease the reaction time on tasks requiring several
manual interactions and automate fast decision mechanisms. Lastly, BCT can promote the inclusion and
adaptation of new technologies to industry 4.0 by leveraging
the standardized ledger-based data exchange hub.
Fernandez-Carames and Fraga-Lamas [13] also
explored the advantages of converging BCT to the IIoT
systems and highlighted substantial beneﬁts in enhanced
information security and interoperability, improved data
access (from the availability standpoint), and standardized
communication domains.
Alladi et al. [14] reviewed a wide range of blockchain
applications in the industry 4.0 and IIoT context. They
performed an extensive survey in several business domains
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and explored numerous BCT applications. Their key
ﬁndings can be summarized in four main areas. Firstly,
BCT can address security, privacy, data integrity,
interoperability challenges and eliminate third-party
attestation in the healthcare industry. Secondly, BCT
adaptation can be meaningful to address data traceability,
integrity, and information security issues in the supply
chain industry. Thirdly, the application of BCT is suitable
for grid data protection and optimization, as well as
seamless integration of heterogeneous entities to the grid
ecosystem in the power industry. Lastly, the agriculture
industry can leverage BCT to enhance data traceability
and reliability.
Alladi et al. [14] also speciﬁcally focused on the
manufacturing industry. Blockchain is a highly recommended platform to sustain high availability and system
robustness to dismiss the threat of malicious attacks.
Furthermore, Alladi et al. [14] exclusively favor BCTbased-system solutions to improve system security and
data privacy for the IIoT use cases.
As summarized by Table 1, several researchers have
studied the challenges related to smart manufacturing, the
internet of things (IoT), IIoT, smart factories,and industry
4.0 ﬁelds and converged BCT to address common
challenges. Thereby, our research intersects with the
extant literature from that perspective. However, our
literature scanning could not lead to a study dedicated to
addressing the challenges impacting the manufacturing
systems compliant with the ISA95 standard. Thereby, our
research is positioned to ﬁll in the literature gap with
novelty in four distinct dimensions. First, the primary
focus on ISA95-CTS makes the research context unique.
Second, identiﬁed challenges are thoroughly analyzed and
methodically addressed with corresponding BCT capabilities. Third, the research context concerning information
security is enriched with shortcomings reported by the
Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) Top 10
for IIoT report, and the OWASP ﬁndings are resolved
with speciﬁc BCT capabilities. Last but not least, the
weaknesses of the proposed model are scientiﬁcally
discussed.

3 Blockchain technology (BCT)
3.1 BCT foundation
Although considered cutting-edge technology, the BCT
foundation can be described with well-practiced technologies such as cryptographic operations, peer-to-peer protocols, and shared ledger concepts [15].
Singly-linked lists in computer science form a chain-like
data formation orderly linking composite data structures
with each other. The singly-link list blocks are composed of
data and address ﬁelds pointing to the previous or next
data block in the list. In a nutshell, the blockchain is
nothing but a singly-linked list comprised of individual
blocks chained with each other by cryptographic hashes of
previous block content.
An individual block is composed of two ﬁelds in the
blockchain. These are header and block content. Although
the implementation might differ case by case, the header
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Table 1. Overview of related references from the literature.
Paper Ref.

Description

Wang et al. [7]

The authors reported signiﬁcant interoperability and information security
challenges impacting the IoT and IIoT. They proposed to converge BCT to
overcome the difﬁculties identiﬁed.
A case study revealed that insufﬁcient data quality, security, and inconsistent
standards are signiﬁcant challenges against the successful implementation of
supply chain use cases for the industry 4.0 capabilities.
The authors studied IoT and smart manufacturing from the information security
perspective and suggested adopting BCT to improve data conﬁdentiality,
integrity, availability, ensure source authentication and guarantee nonrepudiation.
The authors highlighted lack of contract automation, inadequate agreement
traceability, and insufﬁcient data security as the major factors hampering the
innovation in the manufacturing value chain and proposed BCT’s unique
capabilities to address them.
The authors executed a comprehensive survey to determine BCT utilization in a
wide range of business areas. They highlighted the BCT beneﬁts in cost
reduction, better visibility on value chains, higher energy efﬁciency, and better
machine utilization.
The authors complemented IoT with BCT to enhance data interoperability,
information security, system autonomy, data traceability, and infrastructure
reliability.
The authors focused on practical applications of BCT to smart factories and
highlighted signiﬁcant advantages of adopting BCT in data interoperability,
systems scalability, and information security domains.
The authors reviewed a wide range of blockchain applications from the industry
4.0 and IIoT standpoints. The results indicate increased systems availability and
enhanced resiliency against malicious activities.

Müller and Voigt [8]

Panarello et al. [9]

Mohamed and Al-Jaroodi[10]

Al-Jaroodi and Mohamed [11]

Dai et al. [12]

Fernandez-Carames and
Fraga-Lamas [13]
Alladi et al. [14]

Fig. 2. Blockchain structure.

must contain at least the hash value of the previous block as
an anchoring pointer, timestamp as the time basis, nonce,
and hash of data block (which is also known as the Merkle
tree root). Moreover, the block content must contain the
collection of conﬁrmed transactions (which are also linked
to each other in a tree-like structure, Merkle tree) and

smart contract code. Figure 2 illustrates a high-level
blockchain structure.
Each transaction in a block content is composed of
transactional data and a digital signature. In Bitcoin’s
case, the transactional data contains the transfer amount
and the sender and receiver’s identities.
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The sender signs each transaction with his/her private
key to ensure transactional authenticity, integrity, and
non-repudiation of origin. The signed transaction is then
broadcasted to the other nodes in the blockchain network
via Transport Control Protocol (TCP)-based Point-toPoint (P2P) protocols. Once the transmitted messages are
collected, the receiving nodes individually verify every
transaction. The heart of the decentralized trust concept
boils down to the distributed transaction veriﬁcation
mechanism, eliminating the need for a central authority
attesting the transactions.
Dedicated network nodes then collect the veriﬁed
transactions to produce a new chain block. These dedicated
nodes are named miners in Bitcoin terms. Proof-of-work
(PoW) and proof-of-stake (PoS) algorithms [16] are among
the most popular consensus methods employed by various
blockchain platforms. In PoW, the miners ﬁrst solve
mathematically complex puzzles and then compete to link
the newly established block to the blockchain to receive an
incentive. In PoS, on the other hand, the wealthiest miner
(who has the highest amount of coins) has the privilege to
link the recently created blocks to the ledger.
In BCT terminology, a ledger is nothing but a database
of all linked blocks’ full history. From the system
architecture point of view, a ledger can be centrally
maintained or distributed among all participants or a
subset of specially appointed nodes. Although architectural
patterns have advantages and disadvantages, distributed
architectures have become predominant in recent years due
to security, trust, and resiliency concerns [15].
The distributed P2P blockchain can be in three ﬂavors
[17].
– Public blockchains (permissionless) are fully open to
anyone to join or leave without requiring any kind of
permission. With this deployment methodology, individual nodes are not trusted, and public consensus to add
new blocks to the ledger is needed. The amount of
demanded computational power, system resources, and
time is substantially higher than the other two alternatives. The highly distributed architecture does not
allow rollback, and the transactional throughput is low,
whereas the latency is considerably higher. On the other
hand, high scalability, high availability, resistance to
censorship, and anonymity of transaction holders are the
advantages of publicly accessible ledgers.
– Private blockchains (permissioned) are exclusively open
only for a selected number of participants that are
authorized. The system owner grants access and sets the
permission levels as well as manages the consensus. The
distributed system architecture allows rollback functionality, which is essential for ﬁnancial applications.
Besides, the size of the ecosystem and the number of
participants are limited. Because the system is only
accessible by selected parties, the computational power
demanded by the consensus algorithms is only a fraction
of what is required by the public blockchain deployments. Given the low computational footprint and the
limited number of participants, systems transactional
throughput is much higher, whereas the latency is lower
than the other deployment alternatives. Moreover, the
closed-loop architecture with individual permissioned
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access ensures a higher level of security and privacy.
Considering the characteristics mentioned above, system
architects assess private blockchains as the best match
for regulated and complex enterprise applications.
– Consortium blockchains (permissioned) can be considered as a unique form of private blockchains. However,
with this architectural pattern, multiple participants
can form a common inter-organizational (connecting
companies, enterprises, etc.) or intra-organizational
(connecting different parts of the same organization)
operational integration platform. Given the ﬂexibility of
supporting a wide range of data exchange patterns,
consortium blockchains are the best ﬁt when multiple
in-house and partner organizations are involved as the
stakeholder.

3.2 Characteristics of BCT
The following properties are the main characteristics of
BCT [5,6].
– Decentralized veriﬁability can easily be rated as one of the
most crucial characteristics of BCT because this feature
simply eliminates the need for a central authority to
verify individual transactions. For permissionless blockchains, any node can verify a transaction, whereas, for
permissioned blockchains, the veriﬁcation is delegated to
assigned peers.
– Transparency of a blockchain is ensured through
decentralized architecture so that if demanded, multiple
independent parties can verify transaction histories.
– Privacy has been getting more attention since the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) came into
force. The amount of personal data being collected and
processed by companies has been steadily growing.
Therefore, preserving data privacy becomes a big
challenge. In the case of permissionless blockchain
deployments, a user’s identity is anonymized by using
unique public addresses. This privacy-preserving technique is ensured by design, and the public addresses are
generated by hashing the private key of users. In the case
of permissioned blockchains, robust access control
mechanisms provide ﬁne-grained control on data privacy. Moreover, data encryption techniques can further
improve data privacy for permissioned use cases.
– Integrity property ensures that the individual blocks in
the blockchain are immutable. In other words, the data is
authentic and cannot be deleted or modiﬁed by any
means. Immutability is guaranteed with individually
hashed blocks linked to each other. Therefore, it is
impossible to alter any block without disrupting the
chain structure. Besides, individually signed transactions
guarantee transaction authenticity and integrity.
– High availability is a vital system property primarily
demanded by business-critical applications. Distributed
system architectures are inherently resilient to disruptions; thus, the BCT architecture, regardless of its
deployment model, can guarantee high availability and
resiliency on the highest possible level.
– Data protection is ensured by encrypting data at rest,
in transit, and during processing. In all blockchain
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Table 2. Characteristics of BCT and quality impacts.
Permissionless
Decentralized veriﬁability
Transparency
Privacy
Integrity
High availability
Data protection

Permissioned

Public blockchain

Consortium blockchain

****

***

Private blockchain
**

****

**

*

**

***

****

****

**

**

****

***

**

**

***

****

Table 3. Beneﬁts and drawbacks of BCT.
Beneﬁts of BCT

Drawbacks of BCT

Immutable, tamper-proof, and timestamped data

Computational resource eagerness (Concerning permissionless
chains)
Performance issues (Concerning permissionless chains)

Decentralized, independent ecosystem and Reduced
number of intermediaries and low maintenance cost
for end-users
Transparency and auditability
Privacy concerns (Concerning permissionless chains)
High scalability and Enabling business automation Operational challenges around data immutability
and excellent data quality
deployment alternatives, data in transit is protected by
encrypted communication channels (Transport Layer
Security TLS). The data protection at rest has twofold.
In the ﬁrst fold, the user utilizes encrypted wallets to
store the data at the clientside. In the second fold,
depending upon use cases, it is possible to encrypt the
block content fully. In this way, data conﬁdentiality
increases while transparency decrease. Data protection
during processing is an emerging area. There are recently
developed cryptographic algorithms, such as homomorphic encryption, that allow operations on encrypted data
so that the data is not required to be in a vulnerable
unencrypted state, not even during the processing phase.
Table 2 below summarizes the characteristics of BCT
and quality impacts [18]. Because there is no established
and widely accepted standard describing these properties
in practice, it is nontrivial to compare them and calculate
the quality impacts accurately.
3.3 Beneﬁts and drawbacks of BCT
The following lines highlight the beneﬁts and drawbacks of
BCT [19,20], and Table 3 summarizes them in a single
table.
3.3.1 Beneﬁts of BCT
The BCT promises distinct beneﬁts in a broad spectrum.
First and foremost, BCT is closely associated with
immutable, tamper-proof, and timestamped data. These
properties guarantee data correctness and transactional

traceability that enable a wide range of business applications to consume the data served through the ledger as the
single source of truth. Furthermore, the decentralized
architecture eliminates the need for a central authority.
Therefore, controlling or shutting down a blockchain-based
system by capturing the central authority is not possible.
With BCT, the trust is not centralized but distributed
among the entire ecosystem by employing P2P protocols.
Besides, not having a central authority means fewer
intermediary allocations. Thus, the system maintenance
task becomes more manageable, whereas system ﬂexibility
and effectiveness substantially increase.
Highly decentralized architecture and highly replicated
data ensure that the infrastructure is exceptionally resilient
to even catastrophic disruptions such as natural disasters.
Moreover, transparency allows complete blockchain ecosystem visibility, enabling the service consumers to audit
and observe the transactions. Besides, distributed blockchain system participants are loosely coupled with each
other.
BCT also allows a high level of ﬂexibility for scaling up
the ecosystem by adding new participants. The loosely
coupled architecture also promotes interoperability and
the ability to support legacy systems. Besides, smart
contracts offer tamper-proof, transparent end-to-end
business automation capabilities and ensure operational
excellence and quality by eliminating human errors.
3.3.2 Drawbacks of BCT
Despite the unique value proposition, ledger-based technologieshave certain drawbacks and limitations. BCT,
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especially the publicly available ledgers, is notoriously
known to be resource-intensive technology. The high
resource demand boils down to solving mathematical
puzzles employed by the consensus algorithms that incur
computational complexities, demanding high processing
capacity, expensive hardware, and more power. Kaur and
Gandhi [21] estimate that Bitcoin mining consumes 982
MWh/day and calculated that per mined Bitcoin produces
4000 kg carbon footprint, which is a staggering amount of
waste when considering a person on average has 5000 kg
carbon footprint per year. Moreover, ever-growing ledgers
(especially permissionless) need more storage space to host
the transactional data. For instance, the ledger size has
already reached 163.34 GB for Bitcoin, whereas 667.10 GB
for Ethereum [20]. Furthermore, computationally intensive
consensus algorithms affect the performance of permissionless ledgers. Hence, even adding one data block becomes a
slow operation.
Aside from performance limitations, permissionless
ledgers cannot preserve transactional privacy while
protecting individual identities with pseudonymization
techniques. This is because all transactional data is
replicated across the entire blockchain ecosystem. Moreover, in case of a private key compromise, it would be
possible to trace back all historical transactions and link
them to the victim.
In rare cases, data immutability might become an issue
for speciﬁc business scenarios where transaction rollback
might be demanded when incorrect data is mistakenly
committed to the system. The same concern also applies to
the cases where smart contracts are not adequately
developed. This is because once the contract code is
deployed to the blockchain, it is impossible to change or
impact the business ﬂow.
3.4 Smart contracts
Contracts are nothing but a formal agreement made among
business entities. There is always a 3rd party enforcing and
assuring the contractual adherence of committing bodies in
classical contractual agreements. These 3rd party entities,
such that notaries, banks, etc., are appointed by
governmental institutions. Thus, indirectly the national
state is in charge of enforcing and assuring the contractual
agreements.
Smart contracts convert the standard contractual
terms into a piece of code and automatically ensure
contractual adherence without needing any 3rd party
attestation or enforcement. Therefore, the need for an
intermediary or central authority is eliminated. In other
words, individual untrusted entities can make deals with
each other without requiring any 3rd party attestation or
involvement.
Smart contracts are deployed to a blockchain, and from
the moment of deployment, they start behaving independently and autonomously. In other words, the contractual
terms execute automatically when the conditions are
digitally met.
A smart contract lifecycle starts when a developer
implements the contractual agreements. The smart
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contract code is then compiled, signed, and deployed to
the blockchain, where the contract logic is allocated an
address and storage space. The logic is initiated when the
smart contract address is invoked. After execution, the
contract state is saved to the ledger. Because the smart
contract code is stored and executed on the blockchain, it is
impossible to manipulate, impact, or temper the contractual execution [22].
In short, smart contracts ensure deterministic selfexecution and full automation. Moreover, they eliminate
deliberate (a sign of corruption) or unintentional human
errors and dependency on 3rd parties.

4 ISA95 in the context of smart
manufacturing and industrial internet
of things (IIoT)
The manufacturing ecosystem is composed of a broad
range of production machines and information technology
(IT) systems, presenting intricate enterprise architectures.
In order to manage the complexity, Purdue University
gathered representatives from the production industry and
established foundations of cross-domain standardization.
This establishment produced a defacto standard, the
Purdue model, drafted as a research paper and published
by Williams [23]. The International Society of Automation
(ISA) [24] then composed a widely recognized standardization, ISA95 standard, based on the Purdue model. The
ISA95 standard deﬁnes common data structures, processes,
methodologies, terminologies, and functions to standardize
manufacturing operations. Therefore, the establishment
of an end-to-end manufacturing system becomes more
manageable and affordable. In addition, implementation
risks such as the risk for failure are substantially mitigated
[25].
The ISA95 standard deﬁnes a functional hierarchical
model to categorize a wide range of enterprise manufacturing functions. This model comprises ﬁve layers, known as
the automation pyramid [25] (Fig. 3).
– Level 0 represents the lowest entity in the ISA95 model,
where the manufacturing processes are actually realized.
At this level, the operational timeframe is in milliseconds
[26]. Typically, sensors (pressure, temperature, etc.) and
all ﬁeld devices (actuators, servo motors, etc.) are located
at level 0.
– Level 1 represents the ﬁrst logic layer, where the data
received from level 0 sensors are processed. The
manufacturing processes operating on this level rely on
constant feedback mechanisms. Programmable logic
controller (PLC) interfaces are located in level 1, and
the operational timeframe is in seconds.
– Level 2 represents the automation layer where the
process operation, automation, and controls take place.
Human Machine Interfaces (HMI), Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems talk to the
lower-level protocols such as HMI and PLC via particular
communication protocols such as Modbus. Level 2
usually operates in a minute timeframe.
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Fig. 3. Automation pyramid.

– Level 3 represents the workﬂow layer on which the
product speciﬁcations and detailed production cookbooks are deﬁned and maintained. Moreover, level 2
operations are coordinated and supervised. Manufacturing
Execution Systems (MES) typically operate at this level,
and MES rarely talks to the lower layers. In the classical
ISA95 architectures, human operators read data from
level 2 and input it to MES. Due to the involvement of
human intervention, the operational timeframe spans
commonly from hours to days.
– Level 4 represents the enterprise resource planning
(ERP) and logistics layer, where the business planning,
production scheduling, raw material logistics, and
shipping-related functional tasks are performed. Level
4 ERP functions demand signiﬁcant human intervention
and processing. Thus, the operational timeframe span
from days to months.
– Level 5 is not a layer formally deﬁned by the ISA95
standard. However, since the introduction of smart
manufacturing and industry 4.0 concepts, the
manufacturing industry has started to beneﬁt from
technological advancements in IT such as cloud
computing (in various forms such as infrastructure as
a service (IAAS), software as a service (SAAS) and
platform as a service (PAAS)), big data, AI, machine
learning (ML) and BCT. Thus, the classical automation
pyramid can be extended with a new abstraction layer to
accommodate the next-generation technologies. The
timeframe in level 5 vastly varies from milliseconds to
years, depending upon the use case and technology.
Over the last decade, with the introduction of the smart
manufacturing concept, the signiﬁcance of distributed data
has considerably increased. A signiﬁcant amount of
information is collected from various manufacturing
processes scattered within the organization and across
the vendors. This data is also fed to AI to train ML
algorithms, which are then used to develop predictive and
proactive intelligent manufacturing models.

IIoT is a new breed of technology that has become
popular, especially among those researching in the smart
manufacturing domain. With the recent technological
advancements, factory shop-level tools (sensors, actuators,
etc.) have become extremely accurate, sensitive, and
intelligent. Therefore, the operational visibility on
manufacturing processes has advanced to a new level for
which instant feedback mechanisms and a vast amount of
collected data allow AI-based statistical predictive algorithms to enable the manufacturing processes to be more
efﬁcient and productive [27].
Ubiquitously distributed computation and telecommunication capabilities transformed the traditional monolith
factories (where the end-to-end production process is
ﬁnalized within the same factory) into distributed micro
manufacturing entities that are interdependent on each
other to fulﬁll the interconnected manufacturing processes.
IIoT, in this case, contributes to the distributed
manufacturing concept by providing deep operational
insight and M2M communication capabilities. Consequently, IIoT technology becomes vital to autonomously
react to operational changes with fast feedback mechanisms to ensure service quality.
Although the ISA95 standard and the automation
pyramid are still applicable to support the smart
manufacturing and IIoT technologies, extending the
framework with new technical capabilities is deemed
necessary [4].
4.1 Challenges with ISA95-CTS and SMMS
This section elaborates on challenges affecting the ISA95CTS and SMMS in systems scalability, interoperability,
information security, and data quality domains.
4.1.1 System scalability and interoperability challenges
The concept of scalability in industrial and smart
manufacturing domains can be studied in IT and non-IT
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contexts. This research paper only focuses on the IT
aspects of manufacturing; therefore, the non-IT perspective is disregarded.
Highly scalable IT systems can seamlessly grow up and
down to maintain consistent system throughput regardless
of the system load [28].
ISA95-CTS and SMMS commonly rely upon cyberphysical systems, which are, in a sense, small computational units, in other words, computers. Some researchers
classify these computational units as multi-agent platforms, whereas others IIoT. Regardless of how they are
named, modern manufacturing networks are demanded to
host an increasing number of these computational units.
Consequently, aging, nonﬂexible, and predominantly
centralized manufacturing system architectures cause
scalability bottlenecks [1].
The cost of machines used by modern manufacturing
systems is exceptionally high. Moreover, these machines
are heavy and customized to perform specialized tasks.
Therefore, once they are installed, shop-level machines
serve for a long period, and it would be challenging to
replace them with a newer model. Given this fact, even
modern manufacturing lines are composed of a combination of legacy and modern devices. This over-complex
diverse ecosystem leads to severe interoperability challenges.
Standardization is one way to manage the complexity of
interoperability among legacy and modern devices.
Watson et al. [29] listed several industry 4.0 standards,
such as IEC 62541, IEC 61850, and IEEE 1722-2016,
enabling semantic and syntactic interoperability. However,
considering the broad spectrum, even ensuring interoperability among legacy and modern communication standards
requires substantial effort. On similar research, Müller
et al. [30] investigated the international corporations
operating on the industry 4.0 scope from the informationsharing challenges standpoint. Müller et al. [30] reported
that noninteroperable and unstandardized interfaces
constitute a signiﬁcant obstacle hampering efﬁcient
information sharing in the industry 4.0 ecosystem.
As previously mentioned, the manufacturing pyramid
has six levels. The lower levels make use of a broad range
of devices and controlling interfaces manufactured by
several vendors. The same complexity occurs in the same
magnitude in upper layers where the business applications share data and communicate with each other.
Pedone and Mezgar [31] studied highly heterogeneous
industry 4.0 systems, including modern cyber-physical
systems and IIoT, from the cloud adaptability perspective. Their in-depth assessments justify that interoperability and data portability (a form of semantic
interoperability) pose the most signiﬁcant challenge
impeding the adoption of new technologies to the
complex industry 4.0 ecosystem.
Ray and Jones [32] published a research article
elaborating on the integration and interoperability challenges impacting the ISA95 automation pyramid actors.
Likewise, Gifford and Daff [4] identiﬁed many painpoints in
integrating modern plant systems with the existing 150+
system platforms.
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4.1.2 Information security challenges
According to NTT (international cybersecurity consultancy ﬁrm) Global Threat Intelligence Report [33], the
manufacturing industry was in the top 3 most attacked
industries worldwide in 2019. Compared to the previous
year, the amount of malicious activity in 2019 remained
consistent. The report associates the malicious activities
with the vulnerabilities introduced due to manufacturing
ecosystem complexity and extensively interconnected
system architectures that rely on IoT and IIoT technologies. The same report also highlights that several
manufacturing systems cannot preserve data conﬁdentiality, integrity, availability and cannot ensure data traceability aspects. Consequently, manufacturing systems
become more vulnerable to malicious attacks.
Sun et al. [34] focused on smart manufacturing and
smart factories from the human wearable sensors standpoint. They identiﬁed interoperability, information security, and privacy imperfections with the wearable sensors
hamper value creation in the industry 4.0 ecosystem.
Zhang et al. [35] suggest adopting operational data
analytics, ML, and AI in the manufacturing ﬁeld to tackle
operational stability challenges. However, the manufacturing companies are reluctant to transform their business to
utilize advanced analytical capabilities because of the
information security risks related to storing and processing
a vast amount of operational data. Likewise, according to
Buranello from Telit (IoT manufacturer) [36], modern
manufacturing practices aim to extend and diversify
production capabilities by making use of IIoT based
solutions. However, the adaptation speed is not at the
desired level, as 49.2% of the manufacturing companies are
reluctant to invest in IIoT due to the security and privacy
risks.
Ransomware is malicious software that encrypts
critical data or particularly business documents. This type
of attack profoundly impacts data availability, as the
information becomes inaccessible when needed for legitimate purposes. Various manufacturing and production
facilities have been victims of ransomware attacks in
recent years [37]. According to BlackFog, a cybersecurity
consultancycorporation, the manufacturing business and
public sector have been the most targeted industries hit by
the ransomware attacks in the ﬁrst and second quarter of
2020 [38].
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack is a type of
malicious activity impacting the availability of internetfacing systems [37]. DDoS has become more prevalent with
Industry 4.0 and smart manufacturing harnessing IIoT and
cloud computing infrastructures.
Traditional ISA95 layer 0 to 4 communication protocols
(i.e., SCADA, Modbus, etc.) were not designed to be secure
and do not even support basic cryptographic functions such
as encryption and hashing. Therefore, the majority of the
ISA95 communication protocols are vulnerable to a wide
range of attack vectors. Chhetri et al. [37] demonstrated an
integrity tampering attack that targets Computer-Aided
Design (CAD) tools. The proof of work attack alters the 3D
printer ﬁrmware and design ﬁles to produce tampered end
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Fig. 4. OWASP IoT Top 10.

products that are then propagated through the entire
supply chain mechanism.
The OWASP is a well-known independent foundation
that aims to improve web application security. OWASP
publishes articles, develops useful security tools, and
creates cybersecurity governance processes. In 2018,
OWASP focused on the IoT ﬁeld and released OWASP
IoT Top 10 cybersecurity risks [39]. The following list
summarizes the most prominent cybersecurity issues
related to IoT and smart devices.
– Weak, guessable, hardcoded passwords
– Insecure network services
– Insecure ecosystem interfaces
– Lack of secure update mechanism
– Use of insecure or outdated components
– Insufﬁcient privacy protection
– Insecure data transfer and storage
– Lack of device management
– Insecure default settings
– Lack of physical hardening.
OWASP IoT Top 10 (Fig. 4) does not directly address
the manufacturing industry, but because the SMMS
extensively depends on industrial IoT, the same list of
risks can also apply to the IIoT based devices deployed to
the ISA95 compliant manufacturing systems.
4.1.3 Data quality challenges
In the context of ISA95, the quality assurance function
plays a signiﬁcant role and ensures high production quality
by leveraging real-time data feeds. This is because the
production quality is directly related to the quality and
accuracy of processed data. Moreover, the smart
manufacturing concept is built around intelligent devices
that can communicate directly (i.e., M2M). These devices
can autonomously make fast decisions with operational
data. Thus, the success of operational autonomy is closely
correlated with the accuracy and speed of M2M communication.
Gifford and Daff [4] highlighted the data quality and
consistency challenges with the ISA95 enterprise
manufacturing processes. According to their research,

aged communication protocols requiring synchronization
with the other party are the primary source of quality and
consistency issues with the traditional manufacturing
systems. This is because the data messages are regularly
delayed on delivery or even lost during transmission.
Moreover, event data is delivered to an incorrect recipient
or corrupted upon delivery due to synchronization issues.
4.2 BCT to address the challenges related
to ISA95-CTS and SMMS
This section elaborates on how BCT can address the
systems scalability, system interoperability, information
security, and data quality challenges impacting the ISA95CTS and SMMS. Figure 5 illustrates avisual representation
of detailedISA95-CTS and SMMS challenges and their
relationship with BCT.
4.2.1 Addressing system scalability and interoperability
challenges
Scalability can be measured with three key attributes,
which are system elasticity (ability to add or remove
nodes), latency (time required to respond on a request),
and throughput (amount of transactions processed per
second TPS).
Regardless of whether being a permissioned or
permissionless blockchain, high elasticity and ﬂexibility
are the main characteristics of all BCT-based P2P
architectures. However, early BCT platforms, especially
permissionless ledgers, had difﬁculties producing high
throughput with low latency. The main reason for poor
performance was due to computationally intense consensus
algorithms required to verify anonymous transactions. For
instance, in Bitcoin architecture, the transaction time may
take up to 10 min, and the throughput is about 3–7 TPS.
On the other hand, the VISA payment platform can easily
process more than 2000 TPS [1].
Fortunately, recent technological and architectural
advancements have resolved the BCT scalability challenges. These advancements and trivial consensus algorithms allow BCT to meet the low latency and high
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Fig. 5. Detailed ISA95-CTS and SMMS challenges and their relationship with BCT.

throughput design requirements. In fact, there are many
research articles with proof of concept (POC) implementations available in the literature. For instance, Isaja and
Soldatos [40] established a simulation environment with
industrial cyber-physical systems and compared two
permissioned low latency and high throughput blockchain
platforms Neo and Hyperledger Fabric. Their research
concluded that the Neo blockchain platform could process
up to 1000 TPS, and the Hyperledger Fabric platform can
manage up to 1250 TPS.
Brett from SME (non-proﬁt association supportingthe
manufacturing industry) [41] reported that Intel collaborated with the IBM Hyperledger community to build an
extensive blockchain architecture known as “world wide
ledger,” which can process 1500 TPS.
Koens and Poll [42] classiﬁed interoperability into two
main categories. These can be described in the BCT
communication context as follows:
– Syntactic interoperability ensures that all communicating parties operate with the same data format and
protocol. Syntactic interoperability applies to intraledger and inter-ledger data communication use cases. In
terms of ISA95-CTS and SMMS, cyber-physical devices
produce and consume a vast amount of information that
can be converted to a standardized data format and
stored on a ledger. Once committed, the information
becomes universal data that can be accessed to meet
the intra-ledger and inter-ledger data communication
use cases. In this way, syntactic interoperability is
guaranteed.

– Semantic interoperability ensures that all parties talking
to each other have a common understanding of data’s
meaning. Smart contracts can undoubtedly fulﬁll the
semantic interoperability requirements for the ISA95CTS and SMMS. Because smart contracts execute
autonomously and uniformly in a tamper-proof environment, they can ensure full semantic interoperability.
The smart contract logic is completely detached from
the client and fully independent from application logic.
They are vendor and supplier agnostic, thus fully
supporting cross-platform interoperability. The smart
contracts are deployed to a ledger through separate
channels, and they have their own application lifecycle.
The smart contracts can be developed in various
programming languages and provide standardized APIs
functioning cross platforms. The access to smart contracts
also varies depending upon the business scenario. In other
words, smart contracts can be entirely open for anonymous
invocations on permissionless blockchain platforms (such
as Ethereum [43]). In contrast,they can be restricted to
only a subset of authenticated and privileged users on
permissioned blockchain platforms (such as IBM Hyperledger Fabric [44]).
Once the syntactic and semantic interoperability
requirements are met, a BCT-based manufacturing system
becomes a universal data integration platform that can
address system dependency and data interoperability
challenges. In fact, there are several published articles in
the literature proposing to address the legacy dependency
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and interoperability challenges for the healthcare systems
through BCT-based ledgers [42,45]. Randall et al. [45]
identiﬁed signiﬁcant interoperability issues and legacy
dependences hampering the modernization of healthcare
systems. They proposed to overcome the interoperability
challenges in two stages. The ﬁrst stage ensures data
standardization through Medicaid Information Technology Architecture (MITA). The standardized data modelsunite the legacy and modern system architectures.
Thereby, those systems can syntactically understand each
other. The second interoperability layerconstitutes accessing and manipulating data residing on distributed ledgers
through uniﬁed blockchain Application Programming
Interfaces (API). In other words, even if the consumers
are different, the interpretation of data is semantically
uniﬁed.
The blockchain interoperability model elaborated
by Randall et al. [45] for the healthcare applications
isin line withour proposition to converge the BCT to
address the ISA95-CTS and SMMS interoperability
challenges. Imposing the ISA95 data model complianceacross the enterprise ecosystem guarantees syntactic
interoperability through data standardization. Likewise,
smart contracts ensureimpartial blockchain data operations through uniﬁed API calls to ensure semantic
interoperability.
4.2.2 Addressing information security challenges
As highlighted in previous sections, the manufacturing
industry experiences signiﬁcant challenges in preserving
data conﬁdentiality, privacy, integrity, as well as ensuring
data traceability and availability.
The ISA95 standard concerns primarily the commercial
companies for which trade secret protection is essential.
Given this prerequisite, we have assumed that employing a
publicly accessible (permissionless) blockchain model is not
feasible. Hence, the following sections are formulated
around this assumption.
4.2.2.1 Data conﬁdentiality and privacy
As per the above assumption, the permissioned blockchain
model forms the ﬁrst defense line for protecting data
conﬁdentiality and privacy.
The data can be in three states in the blockchain. These
are data at rest, data in transit, and data during processing
(in use). In order to provide full data conﬁdentiality, the
BCT should be able to facilitate security mechanisms to
protect data in all states.
Communication line security addresses data conﬁdentiality when data is in transit. The BCT communication usecases are node-to-node (M2M), node-to-ledger, ledger-toledger, ledger-to-interplanetary ﬁle system (IPFS), and
ledger-to-external data sources (Oracles). TLS and Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) protocols are de
facto communication and network security protocols that
encrypt data while being transported for TCP/IP (internet
protocol) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) packages.
Data encryption protects data conﬁdentiality in transit
and minimizes the risk of man-in-the-middle attacks.

TLS is equipped with a wide range of cryptographic
algorithms, such as forward secrecy, that can preserve the
privacy and conﬁdentiality of past data transmissions even
if the future encryption keys are compromised.
Khan and Salah [46] investigated the security issues
related to IoT devices. Their studies highlighted that
authentication and secure communication issues are
among the most common security challenges affecting
the IoT domain for the TCP/IP and UDP communication
protocols. Khan and Salah [46] proposed to mitigate the
IoT communication vulnerabilities with a secure blockchain platform protecting the data transmission with TLS
and DTLS tunnels.
The data at rest in the blockchain ecosystem can be in
various forms, and it is scattered on multiple platforms and
systems. Several options and strategies can be employed to
protect the data at rest in the BCT ecosystem. Firstly, the
data block contents constitute the primary source of
blockchain data that is distributed across multiple nodes of
the P2P network. In the case of ISA95 enterprise functions
related use cases, individual data blocks can contain a wide
range of data types, including operational data, transactional data, quality data, order data, etc. Depending upon
conﬁdentiality requirements, either the full block content
can be encrypted, or a portion of an individual block where
the sensitive information exists can be tokenized. Moreover, in the case of highly conﬁdential information that is
not allowed to be distributed through the ledger, a special,
highly secure ﬁle share can protect the data, and ﬁle
pointers can be circulated through the ledger.
Secondly, blockchain users make use of client-side
storage options to store secrets. In Bitcoin terms, the clientside storage component that protects the user’s private key
is known as “digital wallets.” There is no doubt that clientside secrets must be protected with robust encryption
algorithms. In fact, the client-side data conﬁdentiality at
rest can even be taken to the next assurance level with
hardware-based temper proof and encrypted storage
options.
Thirdly, a smart contract is nothing but an implementation of business logic, and it can be deployed to the
blockchain along with the rest of the data content. A smart
contract can be either in stateless or stateful logic. Stateless
smart contracts do not demand a storage space, but
stateful smart contracts require a nonvolatile space where
the execution state, access credentials, private keys, API
keys, etc., can be stored. Besides, smart contract execution
logic is usually no secret. In fact, in some cases, the source
code is fully accessible to ensure business transparency.
However, when stateful smart contracts process sensitive
information, the state data at rest must be encrypted to
ensure conﬁdentiality.
Fourthly, ISA95-CTS and SMMS employ a wide range
of cyber-physical systems and IIoT devices, which receive
regular system, conﬁguration, and ﬁrmware updates. In
order to fulﬁll these operations securely, the conﬁdentiality
and integrity of the system maintenance and device
administration data need to be assured throughout the
entire process. Khemissa et al. (from Cloud Security
Alliance) [47] proposed to perform IIoT system maintenance and administrative operations over BCT and focused
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explicitly on distributing encrypted ﬁrmware images and
conﬁguration ﬁles through blockchain. The proposed
method ensures data conﬁdentiality at rest and guarantees
a high level of data integrity.
Besides the maintenance use cases, the immutable
ledger platforms can also realize IIoT secure asset
management and device monitoring use cases.
Fifthly, IPFS is a specialized network storage platform
enabling the blockchain P2P network to share and host big
data ﬁles that are not feasible to distribute over individual
data blocks. The ﬁles shared over IPFS can be protected on
two different levels. Firstly, IPFS ﬁlesystem encryption can
safeguard the information on the physical hard drive.
Secondly, each shared ﬁle must be individually encrypted
with unique keys.
Lastly, on some occasions, smart contracts require
information that does not exist on the blockchain. External
data sources (i.e., oracles) are consulted in these cases. The
data oracles can fetch data from various data sources such
as databases, web services, APIs, and message queues.
Because the external sources are highly versatile and
mostly outside the blockchain data governance ecosystem,
deﬁning security requirements on data conﬁdentiality is
not reasonable and outside of this research scope.
The importance of conﬁdentiality during data processing has become vital after the acknowledgment of a new
breed of invasive hardware exploits such as row hammer
attacks. These attacks aim to access the unprotected
process data stored in computer memories where the
sensitive data is conventionally unencrypted, thus vulnerable to malicious attacks. In terms of blockchain data and
smart contracts, attackers can leak sensitive data in a small
window when the data is being processed. Fortunately,
recent innovations in cryptography can prevent information leaks when the data is in use. For instance, contrary to
traditional encryption algorithms requiring data unencrypted, homomorphic encryption can process encrypted
data. Therefore, the information is no longer vulnerable
during the processing phase. Benhamouda et al. [48]
proposed to combine homomorphic encryption techniques
with BCT and demonstrated a POC implementation.
The conﬁdentiality of data is as secure as the strength of
the encryption algorithm. Thus, choosing the right
encryption algorithm is a delicate task. Because quantum
computing has gained signiﬁcant momentum in recent
years, researchers expect that some of the existing
encryption algorithms, such as Rivest–Shamir–Adleman
(RSA), will be compromised in the coming years. Therefore
the BCT proposition empowering the ISA95-CTS and
SMMS should employ quantum-resistant encryption
algorithms (post-quantum algorithms) to protect the
sensitive data [49].
Data privacy is another aspect of data conﬁdentiality,
which has become increasingly important since the GDPR
came into force. The GDPR mainly concerns protecting
personal information, also known as personally identiﬁable
data (PII). Although there are several techniques to assure
data privacy, the following are featured, among others.
– The pseudonymization technique de-identiﬁes the PII
with another unique identiﬁer that is not sensitive. Data
encryption, mapping tables, and masking are the most
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common de-identiﬁcation methods that are reversible
and allow statistical data analysis. Moreover, pseudonymization enables us to reverse the process and
reidentify the initial PII value. Reidentiﬁcation can be
possible with the help of reverse mapping tables, data
decryption, etc.
– The anonymization technique also de-identiﬁes
the PII with another unique identiﬁer that is not
sensitive. However, the process is entirely irreversible
with randomly assigned values, and in most cases, the
de-identiﬁed data is not useful for statistical data
analysis.
Privacy is a signiﬁcant challenge with distributed
ledger and P2P network architectures where the data is
inherently scattered on multiple nodes. However, several
BCT solutions meet privacy requirements. For instance,
IBM Hyperledger Fabric, a permissioned blockchain
platform, ensures data privacy with three techniques
[50]. Firstly, Hyperledger can establish multiple virtual
blockchains on top of the actual physical ledger. The
virtual blockchains are formally named channels, and
access to the channels can be restricted as required.
Secondly, Hyperledger can tokenize PII information with a
hash pointer and store the sensitive information in a
separate secure database. The hash pointer represents the
primary key for the data record and is used to query the
actual database. This privacy-preserving method is beneﬁcial, speciﬁcally when legal or regulatory requirements entail
storing the data in a speciﬁc location or region only. Lastly,
Hyperledger offers zero-knowledge proof techniques to
verify the identities without knowing sensitive information
[50].
GDPR assures that individuals could ask to be
forgotten when certain conditions are met. In other words,
organizations should have technical capabilities and
mechanisms to remove personal information from their
IT systems upon valid erasure requests. This requirement is
fundamentally against the immutability and traceability
(full history) characteristics of BCT. However, a few
compensating methods are available in the literature to
fulﬁll data removal requirements from the blockchain. One
approach is encryption, in which personal data is
encrypted. In the case of data erasure requests, wiping
the encryption key is sufﬁcient to void the ledger’s data
[49]. Another advantage of this methodology is that
personal data is abolished once for all sub-systems.
Data privacy is and will be a hot topic for legacy and
future systems. Although traditional BCT solutions are
infamous for preserving privacy, especially concerning
permissionless ledgers, BCT can be leveraged to address
the IIoT, ISA95, and smart manufacturing privacy
challenges with state-of-the-art data management
approaches and encryption algorithms.
4.2.2.2 Data integrity, traceability, and availability
An immutable and tamper-proof block structure guarantees data integrity in BCT [49]. Data immutability is
ensured by chaining individual blocks to the neighboring
blocks with consecutive hashing. Likewise, transaction
owners sign transactions with their private keys. Digital
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Table 4. OWASP IoT Top 10 vs BCT security controls.
OWASP IoT Top 10

BCT cybersecurity capability

Weak, guessable, hardcoded passwords
Insecure network services and insecure ecosystem interfaces

N/A
Built-in and forced communication line security over
TLS, authorization with permissioned blockchains,
and robust data encryption services
Encrypted ﬁrmware and conﬁguration ﬁle update
capability
N/A
Permissioned virtual blockchains structure, data
pseudonymization techniques, and zero-knowledge
proof techniques
Authorization with permissioned blockchains, data
encryption at rest, in transit, and use
BCT empowered device management capabilities
N/A
N/A

Lack of secure update mechanism
Use of insecure or outdated components
Insufﬁcient privacy protection

Insecure data transfer and storage
Lack of device management
Insecure default settings
Lack of physical hardening
signatures provide non-repudiation and contribute to
establishing the tamper-proof platform.
The property of traceability in cybersecurity assures
that the full chronological history of all events relevant to
any given object exists and accessible when needed. In
other words, it is possible to verify who has done what on
when. In terms of BCT, every transaction is signed and
timestamped when added to the ledger. Because BCT
guarantees the chain’s state, adding or removing illegal
content is impossible. Therefore, all transactional data is
transparently traceable and consistently logged since the
beginning of the blockchain establishment. In other words,
the full chronological history is preserved by design.
The exceptional data integrity and traceability qualities make the BCT-based data preservation and management platforms suitable for a wide range of industries such
as healthcare, ﬁnance, and manufacturing [42,49].
As highlighted in previous sections, the manufacturing
industry has been increasingly the victim of ransomware
attacks. There are many techniques to detect and prevent
ransomware attacks. Walker from the Fintech Times
newsletter [51] proposed a novel approach to harness
blockchain’s tamper-proof nature to mitigate the ransomware attacks. The integrity of each block is dependent on
previous blocks in BCT. Given this property, ransomware
cannot encrypt and alter the block content without
corrupting the chain structure, which is a signiﬁcant
improvement to prevent ransomware attacks.
DDoS attacks are among the most exploited technique
to attack the availability of internet-facing applications for
manufacturing organizations. The success of the DDoS
attack is closely related to whether the business service is
centralized or distributed. In fact, many DDoS prevention
techniques rely on distributing the load among several
nodes to ensure high availability. There is no single point of
failure in terms of BCT infrastructure, which is highly
distributed among all nodes. Because there is no central
authority (single point of failure) in BCT, performing a
successful DDoS attack against all nodes is unlikely.

Famous BCT infrastructure, Bitcoin, has managed to
endure various cyber-attacks, including DDoS, since it has
been operational [49].
Several researchers studied the BCT in the DDoS
context. Javaid et al. [52] focused on IoT devices and
proposed a BCT-centric DDoS prevention framework. The
Ethereumblockchain [43] based POC implementation
proved that the BCT could successfully mitigate DDoS
attacks using a particular smart contract attribute dubbed
“gas.” This attribute ensures non-starvation of resources as
well as prevents rouge IoT devices from exploiting the BCT
network. Shaﬁ and Basit [49] explored BCT capabilities for
botnet-based DDoS attacks. The researchers constructed a
POC BCT network over a software-deﬁned network (SDN)
that enforces network ﬂow rules among different controllers through a ledger. The conﬁgurable network rules
helpto defeat DDoS attacks by dynamicallyadjusting
network rules and containing the malicious nodes.
4.2.2.3 OWASP IoT top10
Given the above-highlighted characteristics and strengths
of BCT, we can conclude that the majority of the
cybersecurity risk and issues identiﬁed by OWASP can
be addressed by adopting blockchains for IoT-based use
cases [39].
OWASP IoT top 10 concerns ISA95-CTS and SMMS
because the manufacturing companies have started to
enrich the conventional production systems with smarter
cyber-physical devices such as industrial IoT. Table 4
below clariﬁes how different BCT cybersecurity capabilities can address the common IoT challenges.
4.2.3 Addressing data quality challenges
ISO25012 [53] standard deﬁnes 15 data characteristics to
measure data quality. In our research, we have identiﬁed
that nine of them apply to the ISA95 standard. The
speciﬁed data characteristics are essential to benchmark
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quality requirements. Therefore, at ﬁrst, the formal
deﬁnitions of chosen data quality characteristics are
provided as follows [53]:
– Accuracy: The degree to which data has attributes that
correctly represent the true value of the intended
attribute of a concept or event in a speciﬁc context of use.
– Completeness: The degree to which subject data
associated with an entity has values for all expected
attributes and related entity instances in a speciﬁc
context of use.
– Consistency: The degree to which data has attributes
that are free from contradiction and are coherent with
other data in a speciﬁc context of use. It can be either or
both among data regarding one entity and across similar
data for comparable entities.
– Credibility: The degree to which data has attributes that
are regarded as true and believable by users in a speciﬁc
context of use. Credibility includes the concept of
authenticity (the truthfulness of origins, attributions,
commitments).
– Compliance: The degree to which data has attributes
that adhere to standards, conventions or regulations in
force and similar rules relating to data quality in a speciﬁc
context of use.
– Conﬁdentiality: The degree to which data has attributes
that ensure that it is only accessible and interpretable by
authorized users in a speciﬁc context of use. Conﬁdentiality is an aspect of information security (together with
availability, integrity).
– Precision: The degree to which data has attributes that
are exact or that provide discrimination in a speciﬁc
context of use.
– Traceability: The degree to which data has attributes
that provide an audit trail of access to the data and of any
changes made to the data in a speciﬁc context of use.
– Availability: The degree to which data has attributes that
enable it to be retrieved by authorized users and/or
applications in a speciﬁc context of use.
In terms of data completeness and compliance, the
ISA95 standard deﬁnes standardized data structures and
data templates that can be leveraged across and outside the
corporate boundaries. Furthermore, smart contracts in
BCT can implement the ISA95 data templates to
guarantee the data completeness and compliance properties automatically. Therefore, whenever the data is
rendered over the smart contract-based data templates,
adherence to the standards is fostered.
BCT has no direct beneﬁt in improving the data
accuracy and precision on the shop ﬂoor because the ledgers
strongly depend on external sources [54]. However, blockchains can preserve and manage data withhigh precision
and accuracy. In fact, BCT has been recommended to
maintain high data precision in the medical industry [55].
In the previous sections of this research paper, we have
elaborated on how BCT can improve data credibility (i.e.,
non-repudiation and authenticity), conﬁdentiality, traceability, and availability of ISA95-CTS and SMMS. Besides,
BCT with robust consensus algorithms and multilayer
hashing capabilities always guarantees that the data is in a
stable and consistent state. Moreover, the reliability
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concerns related to aging synchronous communication
protocols are resolved with BCT, which practices asynchronous communication.
4.3 Overview of converging BCT to address
ISA95-CTS and SMMS challenges
Table 5 conveys the high-level overview of the proposed
model by listinga point-to-point summary of ISA95-CTS
and SMMS challenges, corresponding BCT capabilities for
remediation, and examples from the literature.

5 Discussions
This section discusses several critical aspects of the
proposed modelto converge BCT to address theISA95CTS and SMMS challenges.
5.1 The outlook of BCT in the manufacturing industry
BCT is a disruptive technology and has been a hot topic for
many researchers who have been studying in a vast range of
application domains. Being a highly researched topic with
many unique capabilities, BCT has the potential to shape
the future of industry 4.0, smart manufacturing, and cyberphysical systems.
Although offeringunique features and capabilities, the
adaptation and acceptance rate for BCTin the manufacturing industry are still not on the desired level. Despite
being in 2nd place after ﬁnancial services for blockchain
transformation progress, industrial products and
manufacturing industries operating on global markets
are still cautiousabout establishinglarge-scale BCT solutions [56]. Regulatory uncertainty and lack of user trust
have been identiﬁed as the primary barriers against
blockchain adoption in respective industries [56].
BCT is a new technology that is still under constant
development. New features and capabilities are added
continuously to the BCT knowledge base. According to
Gartner [57], most BCT capabilities would require 5–10
years of development to reach the plateau of productivity.
Gartner also highlights that the majority of the BCT
projects couldn’t pass the experimental stage. Despite the
vast potential, BCT can still notrevolutionize large
organizations’ digitalization journey [57].
Besides the maturity-related challenges, BCT is also
pretty new to the manufacturing industry.Thereby, the
enterprise penetration rate and the number of applicable
business scenarios are relatively limited. However, with the
realization of featured business scenarios, BCT will
accelerate the transformation of the conventional
manufacturing supply chain and contract management
practices to support new business models. Furthermore,
BCT has the potential to address the modern and
traditional manufacturing industry challenges insystems
scalability, interoperability, information security, and data
quality areas. By gradually addressing these challenges to
ensure smooth cooperation of both legacy and modern
systems, BCT will act as a catalyst to accelerate the
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Table 5. A point to point summary of ISA95-CTS SMMS challenges, corresponding BCT capabilities for remediation,
and examples from the literature.
ISA95-CTS
SMMS challenge

BCT capability

Example from literature

System scalability

1. Trivial consensus protocols
2. Elastic P2P architecture

Intel’s Hyperledger based worldwide
ledger can process up to 1500 TPS [41]

Interoperability

1. Syntactic interoperability with universal data
through blockchain
2. Semantic interoperability with smart contracts

Healthcare system legacy dependency
and interoperability challenges can be
addressed with BCT [42]

Data conﬁdentiality
Data in transit
Transport layer encryption with TLS and DTLS
BCT can protect IoT data transmission
channels with TLS and DTLS tunnels
[46]
Data at rest
1. Data block content: Full block encryption, partial Encrypted ﬁrmware image and
data tokenization, and highly secure ﬁle share
conﬁguration ﬁles for IIoT system
2. Client-side storage: Robust encryption
maintenance and administrative
algorithms, hardware-based temper proof, and
operations can be distributed through
encrypted storage options
blockchain [47]
3. Smart contract: Sensitive state data encryption
4. IPFS: Filesystem encryption and individually
encrypted ﬁles
Data in use
Homomorphic encryption techniques
Homomorphic encryption techniques can
be applied to BCT [48]
Information
security

Privacy
1. Pseudonymization techniques with reversible
de-identiﬁcation
2. Anonymization techniques with irreversible
de-identiﬁcation
Integrity
1. Tamper-proof block structure
2. Chained consecutive hashing
3. Transaction signing, ensuring non-repudiation.
Availability
1. No single point of failure
2. Highly distributed infrastructure

IBM Hyperledger Fabric with virtual
blockchains as channels, PII
tokenization, and zero-knowledge proof
techniques [50]
BCT based data protection platform to
prevent ransomware attacks [51]

Bitcoin infrastructure managed to
endure various cyber-attacks, including
DDoS [49]

Traceability
1. Every transaction is signed
BCT based data preservation and
2. BCT preserves the ledger state and consistency
management platforms in healthcare,
ﬁnance, smart manufacturing industries
[42,49]
Data quality

1. Data completeness and compliance: Smart
contract implementation of ISA95 data templates
2. Precision and accuracy: High precision and
accuracy ensured with BCT
3. Stability and consistency: Guaranteed with
robust consensus algorithms and multilayer hashing
capabilities
4. Reliability: Asynchronous communication
protocols eliminate reliability issues with legacy
manufacturing systems

9 out of 15 data quality characteristics
deﬁned by the ISO25012 [53] standard
are relevant. in the medical industry,
BCT is a recommended technology for
the medical industry requiring high
precision [55]
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industry 4.0 revaluation. Furthermore, BCT will also play
a key role in fulﬁlling end-to-endprocess automation, which
will loweroperational costs, reduce industrial waste,
eliminate human errors, and increase efﬁciency in the
manufacturing industry.
Gartner [57] envisions that BCT will be more
interoperable and gain additional capabilities such as
smart contract portability and cross-chain operability by
2023. Furthermore, blockchain managed services, a cornerstone for technology transformation, will be available for
consumption in a few years. With the additional capabilities and services, BCT’s enterprise penetration rate to the
manufacturing industry will gain momentum. Eventually,
once the plateau of productivity is reached, BCT will foster
innovation and caterthe foundation for adaptation of new
technologies (AI, ML, IIoT, etc.) to the manufacturing
industry.
5.2 The weaknesses of the proposed model
The weakness of the proposition for ISA95-CTS and SMMS
mainly relates to BCT. The limitations can be categorized
in the following areas:
– Information security: Malicious actors targeting BCT
can exploit the following elements.
 Private keys: The secrecy of private keys has always
been crucial in ensuring data conﬁdentiality. Thereby,
IT applications protect these keys in tamper-proof
environments. In BCT terminology, digital wallets
represent tamper-proof environments. Song et al. [58]
highlighted that vulnerable and improperly managed
digital soft-wallets constitute a signiﬁcant attack
vector against blockchain users.TheISA95-CTS and
SMMS actors producing and consuming data through
a distributed ledger are identiﬁed with private keys.
The majority of manufacturing devices, including IoT
and IIoT, are notorious for low processing power and
scarce resources. Given these challenges and infrastructure complexity, insufﬁciently protected private
keys would become a remarkable attack surface to
compromise a blockchain-based ISA95-CTS and SMMS.
 Blockchain: Song et al. [58] described three malicious
activities that could be classiﬁed under this category.
Sybil and 51% attacks refer to scenarios where
malicious actors produce or acquire multiple nodes
intending to impact the blockchain stability and
integrity. Eyal and Sirer [59] proved a more comprehensive but less resource-intensive attack, selﬁsh
mining, which allows a malicious actor to control a
blockchain infrastructure by inﬂuencing less than 25%
of all nodes. Song et al. [58] also highlighted the
importance of network routing for BCT. A malicious
actor targeting the blockchain network routing
infrastructure would disrupt the internal consistency
and integrity. Nodes that are not synchronized
accordingly would start throwing time-outs and cause
consistency failures across the blockchain ecosystem.
The permissioned blockchain deployment models
offer the best match for the ISA95-CTS and SMMS
ecosystem. Despite increasing the system’s security by
restricting access to unauthenticated users, permis-
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sioned models are more sensitive to Sybil and selﬁsh
mining attacks. This is because the number of nodes
required to affect the ledger’s consistency is substantially fewer than the permissionless equivalents. The
same drawback also applies to the network-based
blockchain routing attacks, such that inﬂuencing the
global internet is way more challenging than acquiring
a permissioned small-scale network.
 Smart contracts: Praitheeshan et al. [60] surveyed
smart contract vulnerabilities affecting the Etherium
blockchain platform. Because smart contracts are
simply a piece of code running on ledgers, prominent
application security issues such as buffer overﬂow, race
condition, improper ﬁle access, coding complexity, and
bugs make smart contracts vulnerable to a whole range
of attacks.Aside from business use cases, this research
proposes to harness the smart contracts to address the
ISA95-CTS and SMMS semantic interoperability and
data quality challenges. In other words, smart contracts
play a signiﬁcant role in empowering ISA95-CTS and
SMMS with BCT. Thereby, all present and future
vulnerabilities exploiting the smart contract concept
will eventually threaten the proposed model.
– Total cost of ownership: Adaptation of new technology has always been painful and costly. BCT is no
exception to this. Alladi et al. [14] reviewed blockchain
applications for Industry 4.0 and IoT in a broad range of
business domains. They reported higher costs on
enabling IoT for blockchain in the agriculture industry
and increased integration costs affecting the supply chain
industry. Furthermore, the e-commerce and retail
industry’s minor companies refrain from adopting
BCT because of soaring investment and maintenance
costs. Therefore, the proposed BCT-based model would
be expected to increase the total cost of ownership for the
ISA95-CTS and SMMS ecosystem.
– Efﬁciency and resource constraints: ISA95-CTS
and SMMS ecosystem comprises a broad range of systems
such as cyber-physical systems and IIoT with low
computational and storage capabilities. However, the
BCT is notorious for its high computational and storage
demands. These challenges obstructing BCT adaptation
in the IoT context are also identiﬁed by Dai et al. [12].
– Big data analysis difﬁculties: Data science is a
trending topic in all business domains and industries.
A crucial aspect of data science is the data analysis
process, which relates to a massive volume of information. The analysis outcomes are then consumed to deduct
business processes improvement models. However, with
limited processing power and storage capacity, most of
the IIoT devices comprising the ISA95-CTS and SMMS
ecosystem are not suitable to support big data analysis.
Furthermore, despite mitigating the conﬁdentiality and
privacy issues with the modern and legacy manufacturing systems, pseudonymized and encrypted ledger
content hampers big data analysis in BCT [12].
5.3 Future research areas
This research is constructed around the information
collected from the literature. Therefore, the discussion
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scope mainly concerns the theoretical aspects of ISA95CTS and SMMS challenges. A follow-up study may explore
the practical challenges affecting ISA95-CTS and SMMS
with case studies.
Although blockchain is a crucial technology to
overcome the predominant issues affecting ISA95-CTS
and SMMS, our literature survey could not lead to a system
blueprint to guide solution architects to build a blockchainbased solution in the ISA95-CTS and SMMS context.
Therefore, a complementary research activity may develop
a system reference architecture and describe the system
components in depth.
Moreover, another research effort can focus on the
proposed model’s practical applications and scientiﬁcally
justify the correctness of converging BCT to ISA95-CTS
and SMMS with quantitative results.
This paper characterizes interoperability by technical
means from the system-to-system communication standpoint. Thus, business aspects, such as stakeholder
interoperability and management, are excluded from the
research context. A proceeding article may broaden the
research scope by exploring the business aspects of
converging BCT to industry 4.0 applications.

6 Conclusion
The technological advancements in the manufacturing
industry deeply impacted ISA95-CTS and SMMS. This
research paper has identiﬁed that systems scalability,
interoperability, information security, and data quality
domains are the most impacted and challenged areas in this
respect.
BCT is an emerging technology coming up with several
advanced features that can address the manufacturing
challenges. Smart contracts enforcing syntactic and semantic
operability requirements can be the solution for interoperability challenges. Likewise, high-performing permissioned
blockchain solutions with high throughput and low latency
features can address the interoperability challenges.
On the information security front, transport layer
security can protect the data in transit, and robust
quantum-resistant encryption algorithms can ensure high
conﬁdentiality when data is at rest. Likewise, homomorphic encryption techniques can be employed to secure the
data when in use. Moreover, permissioned virtual blockchains with data pseudonymization and anonymization
methods coupled with zero-knowledge identity proving
practices preserve data privacy. Besides, a tamper-proof
and immutable block structure ensures data integrity.
Moreover, the timestamped chronological history of all
events provides full data traceability. Furthermore, the
distributed blockchain architecture eliminates any single
point of failure. Thereby, BCT-based platforms are highly
available.
Finally, BCT can provide a sufﬁcient level of assurance
to meet the selected ISO25012 data quality requirements,
which, in return, address the data quality challenges with
ISA95-CTS and SMMS. Table 5 under Sub-Section 5.3
summarizes the proposed model to converge BCT to
address theISA95-CTS and SMMS challenges.
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